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Official Selections Festivals 

- LUCANIA FILM FESTIVAL (Pisticci – MT) – 1° prize 

- FESTIVAL INTERNAZIONALE DEL CORTOMETRAGGIO 'O CURT (Napoli) - 1° prize 

- HARRISBURG HERSHEY FILM FESTIVAL  (Vancouver – Canada) – Unique Italian movie 

- MAVERICK MOVIE FESTIVAL (Los Angeles) 

- CORTOSPLASH (Rotondella - MT) 

- VIDEOLAB FILM FESTIVAL (Vittoria - RG) 

- CINEMAVVENIRE FILM FESTIVAL (Roma) 

- BRIANZA FILM CORTO FESTIVAL (Seregno Monza Brianza) 

- CORTOPEPPERFEST (Terrasini - PA) 

- FIATICORTI FILM FESTIVAL (Istrana - TV) 

- DIRECT SHORT ONLINE FILM FESTIVAL (festival ON LINE) 

- INVENTA UN FILM (Lenola (LT) – dal 09 al 13 Luglio 2016) 

- CORTO NANNI 2015  (Piombino – dal 14 al 17 Aprile)                                 
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Director - Nicola Ragone 

Born in Tricarico (MT) in 1986. He graduated in Literature and Philosophy at 

University of Rome with a thesis on theatre. He attended courses of Cinema and 

Theatre Directing, Screenwriting, Filming, Editing and Photography at 

“Cineteatro” in Rome. 

In September 2009 he directed his first short film, “L’ultimo nastro” ("The 

last ribbon"), and won an Award as the best debut film at Potenza International 

Film Festival. He also adapted "Waiting for Godot" by S. Beckett for the stage in 

his "Aspettando Vladimiro ed Estragone” ("Waiting for Vladimir and 

Estragon"). 

In May 2010 he directed “Quilty”, an experimental film he also wrote in collaboration with a team of 

four members. His second play, “Un giudice” ("A Judge"), an adaption of “La patente” ("The driving 

Licence") by Pirandello, was repeated several times in Rome and in the whole Lazio region. In 2011 he 

directed a dance theatre performance “L’asse di equilibrio” ("The axis of balance"). 

In June 2011 he directed his second short film, the dramatic “Oltreluomo” ("Beyond the man"), 

starring Pietro De Silva. The short film was selected for the Short Film Corner in CANNES 2012 and 

competed in 35 Festival with many awards. 

In October 2011 his third short film “David Lazzaretti” was released as a work commissioned by the 

University “La Sapienza” - Rome. 

In March 2012 he has started a study on madness and blindness, in a trilogy not yet completed: Eyes – 

tragedia della vista (Tragedy of Sight) (2012), Eyes – open space (2013), Eyes – empty space (not yet 

ready). 

In 2013 he was the co-director of the documentary film “Che strano chiamarsi Federico” (How weird if 

your name is Federico), directed by Ettore Scola. He directed a demo-video for “Partitura P”, a play by 

and starring Fabrizio Falco, light design by Daniele Ciprì. 

In 2014 he directed his fourth short film not yet released, Sonderkommando, who, with whom he won 

the Nastro D’Argento 2015. About an homosexual love story in a concentration camp. Being this work of 

national interest, it is funded by the Italian Culture Ministry. The screenplay is by Silvia Scola and 

photography by Daniele Ciprì.  

 

Preface 

In the traditional Italian comedy, very narrow places are often used to tell much wider stories about 

national common bad habits and faults. In “La Riva”, the location selected is a beach. 
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Synopsis 

A middle-class couple decides to spend a day on the beach. In a while the beach becomes a kind of 

metaphor about how stifling and artificial social relationships in the family can get. The beach and the 

bathers become a sort of "hell" from which one can escape only by the sea. But, unexpectedly, someone 

is already there.  

 

Story 

The beach is full of bathers, some are playing football, someone is bathing at sea, and someone is just 

walking around. Franco and Francesca are guided by a lifeguard: a fair haired nice guy with blue eyes. He 

takes them to their beach umbrella and places their sun beds. Accidentally the lifeguard hurts Franco's 

feet and he rumbles out.  

After placing the sun beds, the guy looks at Franco as if he's waiting for anything. He stares at him in 

silence and then he goes away, disappointed, with no tip.  

Franco sits on the sun bed and says hi to the woman sitting under the next umbrella: a woman in her 

fifties, lying on the beach chair with a six year old kid sleeping. She replies indicating the sleeping boy.  

Francesca undresses and Franco asks for his book, “Republic by Plato”, she invites him to take off his 

shirt, but he rumbles and opens his book. In the same moment some sand hits the book. Franco looks at 

his neighbors. The boy has just woken up and is playing with sand. His mother smiles and Franco says 

ironically: "He woke up!" 

The beach is crowded and overwhelmed by music: there is also the lifeguard on the shore. Francesca 

is at sea and sees Franco on the sun bed trying to refuse the neighbor's food offers. Francesca waves her 

hand to Franco.  

The beach is chaotic Franco looks at his neighbors: mother and child look like they're under some drug. 

She screams and the boy starts to cry. Franco is exhausted and calls out the lifeguard to aske him to get a 

new umbrella, but that's not possible.  

High volume techno music comes from the bar. Francesca is lying on the beach towel, on her back.  

Franco's face is twisted: he is still lying on the bed woth the book wet and full of sand. Close to hime, 

the mother of the boy dances at the music and wants Massimino to do the same. She sings and shakes 

Massimino but the music is not the same as the one coming from the bar.. 

   Franco gets away from the umbrellas. He stops. Then looks at more umbrellas, and keep on walking 

until his profile disappears in the distance  

He gets to a desert beach, his faces is shining: his very first smile. Beside him a sandy boat, standing 

there for an apparently long time. Franco looks at it, he has some strange idea.  

After a few minutes Franco is on the boat and rows away from the shore.  

The boat approaches something moving: a dark haired man swimming. 
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Franco is quite surprised, waves his hand, puzzled. The swimming man looks like he is awakening after 

a long sleep; he shakes his head to say hi: he looks puzzled and suffering, somehow trembling. He gets 

close to the boat. 

Franco ironically offers him a ride, but the man does not reply. Then Franco goes ahead saying he 

envies him for his being at sea. The man nods, so Franco, feeling free to speak, says: "I just escaped! My 

umbrella neighbor is possessed by the devil. I don't know if her son is much more possessed... 

Massimino!"   

A long silence follows. Only the sound of the sea. “Sorry…!” Franco says realizing he might have 

exaggerated. Then he thinks for a while and uncertain asks: “Excuse me...you are Massimino's father, 

aren't you?” 

Marcello, the swimming man, nods. 

The sun has already set and Franco and Marcello are on the boat, sitting side by side very far away 

from the shore and their own lives.   

Marcello: “We must go back...” 

 

 

 


